East & West Center for Sustainable Development

Country: Jordan

Organisation responsible: East & West Center for Sustainable Development.

Period: Since 2008

Activity: East & West Center for Human Resources Development (WE Center) is a nongovernmental, nonprofit organization contribute in building Jordanian and International society that flourishes with peace, respect & dialogue, and owns tools of change by creative youth hands.

Objectives

Building institutional and individuals capacity and empower them to make positive change in their societies and develop their social, economical, health and political life based on the values of human respect, partnership and integration among individuals and society.

Description

The WE Center works on the promotion of a culture of dialogue and the engagement of civil society through workshops and trainings aimed at encouraging youth civic education, active citizenship and human rights awareness.

Beneficiaries

Jordanian Youth

GOAL 7: Promote democratic values and protect civil society space

(113) Create mechanisms for civil society awareness on their rights, roles and responsibilities and Lobby the international community institutions to adopt mechanisms to protect and empower civil society.

(116) Promote the enjoyment of democratic values, economic, social and cultural rights, including human rights-based initiatives that help eliminate the conditions conducive to violent extremism.